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Abstract
Software components offer numerous advantages in terms of development, but may
give rise to inefficiency due to highly
generic implementations. Program specialization can automatically remove overheads
due to overly generic implementations, but
requires inspection of the source code. To
retain the advantages of black-box software
components, we propose black-box program specialization: specialization opportunities are specified by the developer and become part of the interface of a component,
allowing the user to specialize the component according to specific needs.
We characterize the problem of consolidating program specialization and blackbox component re-use, outline our proposed
solution, and illustrate our approach using
an example.

heads. For example, parameters that control the behavior of a component may be
repeatedly tested even though they remain
fixed throughout the lifetime of the component. Also, features that may be needed only
in specific situations must be included in a
component, even if they are never needed in
most applications.

To improve performance, a software component can be manually specialized to obtain a version dedicated to a given application, but such manual albeit systematic
modification of source code is error-prone
and introduces maintenance overheads. Automatic program specialization is a technique for removing overheads that are due
to genericity. Program specialization can
automatically instantiate a generic component for a specific context, thus obtaining an
efficient implementation. Nevertheless, for
program specialization to be effective, it requires guidance by an application programmer familiar with the complete program be1 Introduction
ing specialized, seemingly contradicting the
Software components increase the re-use of philosophy behind black-box re-use of softexisting program fragments, allowing an ap- ware components.
plication to be created by combining exAs a solution, we propose to extend the
isting components. Unlike objects which description of a component with informamay implement part functionalities only, tion regarding the opportunities for speciala component usually encompasses a com- ization that are intrinsic to the component.
plete functionality and functions in an au- The burden of identifying the specialization
tonomous fashion. In the context of this pa- opportunities is placed on the creator of the
per, we consider that components are first component, who is assumed to be familiar
created by the component programmer, then with its source code. The existing opporeither combined with other components by tunities for specialization are thus externalthe application programmer (to form com- ized, and published as part of the interface of
plete applications), or inserted into running the component. This interface not only alapplications by the end user.
lows the application programmer to configThe more a component is generic in its ure the component to a specific functionalfunctionality, the more places it can be used, ity, but also for the framework that joins the
and the greater is the productivity boost that components together to automatically comresults from code-reuse. However, gener- plete the configuration process by adapting
icity is known to introduce run-time over- the components to one another. This con-

figuration process results in a program opti- such regions, knowledge of how they work
mized for the opportunities associated with is still required for program specialization to
be effective. Thus, some understanding of
each actual component.
how the source program works is necessary
Overview: First, Section 2 provides an in- for applying program specialization.
To specialize a software component, it
troduction to program specialization. Then,
must
not only be known how it has been imSection 3 describes the main topic of this paplemented,
but also how it will be used. This
per: black-box program specialization. Afmakes
it
difficult
for the developer to speterwards, Section 4 describes how compocialize
the
component,
since the exact needs
nents can be automatically adapted when
of
the
application
programmer
and even the
they are installed into a framework. Section
end
user
must
be
known.
Specialization
can
5 provides a concrete example. Finally, Secbe
done
to
cover
the
most
common
cases,
tion 6 discusses both the questions raised by
but it is often impractical, if not impossible,
this position statement and future work.
to pre-specialize components for all possible
values.

2 Program Specialization
3 Black-Box Program Specialization

Program specialization is the optimization
of a program (or a program fragment) based
on information about the context in which
it is used. For an object-oriented program,
specialization can be applied to individual
methods of a class. Context information can
include both constant values, such as values
of parameters, local fields, or fields of other
objects, and type information.
One approach to automatic program specialization is partial evaluation, which performs aggressive inter-procedural constant
propagation (of all data types), and performs
constant folding and control-flow simplifications based on this information. Partial
evaluation has been extensively investigated
for functional [3, 4], logic [6], and imperative [1, 2, 5] languages. This technique has
been recently extended to Java by Schultz
et al. [7]. Partial evaluation is a two-stage
process: first the program is analyzed with
an abstract domain of values (values are either known or unknown), and then it is specialized with concrete values. While analysis must be performed before compilation,
the actual specialization to concrete values
can be done at any time. Specialized code
can thus be dynamically adapted to situations that have been abstractly analyzed before compilation.
For specialization to be effective, it must
only be applied to the performance-critical
regions of the program. The application programmer is often aware of where such regions exist in a program, perhaps with the
help of profile information. But to optimize

To exploit the full potential of program specialization in the field of software components, we must unify seemingly contradictory needs: specialization must be done according to the needs of the application programmer and it must be done at the component level without requiring the programmer to inspect the source code of the component. The solution is to make the available
specialization opportunities external to the
component. We thus separate the process
of declaring specialization opportunities and
the subsequent choice of which opportunities to exploit.
Concretely, we propose to express abstract specialization opportunities as part
of the interface of a component. The
component developer identifies specialization opportunities and the application programmer chooses which opportunities to exploit. To actually perform specialization, we
can use a technique such as specialization
classes [8], which allow many specialized
behaviors to be added to a component, while
keeping the original, generic behavior.
Indeed, specialization classes, provide a
simple, declarative framework for specifying specialization opportunities and controlling specialization, and might seem appropriate for defining the specialization interface of a component. However, specialization classes work at the implementation
level and not at the component level: they
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it is not sufficient by itself.
Rather than requiring the application programmer to specify how each component
should be specialized for a concrete application, specialization can be done based on
information about how the components have
been combined. This information can be extracted from the components by the framework that binds them together, and used to
automatically specialize each component to
its context.
A component normally specifies its interface and its dependencies on other components. Not only can the interface of
the component include information regarding the specialization opportunities intrinsic
to the component: dependencies on other
components express more opportunities for
specialization. Specifically, dependencies
can include specialization opportunities for
other components that are due to the way
they will be used by this component.
Globally, each component expresses specialization opportunities that influence the
specialization opportunities of other components. This can be implemented in a straight
forward fashion by allowing each component to configure those components that it
depends upon. This allows the components
of an application to automatically adapt to
the way they will be used. By implementing
the propagation of specialization opportunities in the framework, propagation can be
done either statically at compile time when
the application is created, or dynamically at
run time when new components are plugged
into the application. Once the configuration
process is complete, specialization can be
done for the resulting configuration options.
Concretely, the components and their dependencies form a graph structure, and
specialization opportunities are propagated
through this graph structure until a fixed
point is reached. To ensure termination and
a simple way of merging configurations, a
partial ordering over the possible configuration options could be defined, with the
empty set of configuration options as the
bottom element and the set of all configuration options together as the top element.
(Note that some configuration options may
be incompatible; it is the job of the component programmer to decide what happens
in the case of conflicts.) Once completely

declare opportunities on a class-by-class basis, specifying invariants over values that
are private to some object. Also, several
specialization classes may be needed to express specialization for a specific opportunity. While useful for actually performing specialization, we conclude that specialization classes are too fine-grained and
implementation-specific for specifying specialization opportunities at the component
level.
In the same way that the interface of a
component must be rich enough to support
those operations that are required by the programmer, the set of available specialization
opportunities must be rich enough to enable
optimization for those cases that are needed.
But while an interface that is too limited
can hinder appropriate use of a component,
a limited set of specialization opportunities
will only result in reduced performance. Restricting the programmer to predefined opportunities has an advantage in terms of predictability of specialization: it ensures that
specializing according to these opportunities will be beneficial.
The specialization interface should not
only allow configuration by the programmer, but also automatic configuration, as described in the next section. Also, the concrete interface that one would want to use
will depend on what framework is being
used. In Section 5 we provide a concrete
example that illustrates what can be needed
from a interface, but for now we will leave
the definition of the specialization interface
as future work.

4 Framework-Based Specialization
Large applications are constructed from
many components, so manually performing
complete configuration of each individual
component would be a tedious task. Furthermore, individual component configuration is only feasible during application development: we cannot require the end user
of an application to configure components
when they are dynamically installed into the
application framework. While individual
configuration of a component is essential at
application construction time, we deem that
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file.
configured, each component can then be
specialized according to the selected specialization opportunities. Formalization and
implementation of this approach is future Median: Removes noise in an image, using
a given mask (different kinds of noise
work.
are best removed with different masks).

5 Example:
Image-Processing
Blur: Performs blurring of an image, using
Java Beans
any mask size (the larger the mask, the
stronger the blurring effect.)

As a simple example, consider an image
processing application that loads an image,
removes noise or performs blurring, and displays the result. When programmed using
common object-oriented abstraction mechanisms, such applications can contain many
opportunities for specialization [7]. For example, specialization can be done for the
concrete representation of image data used
while processing the image, or for the actual
filters being applied to the image.
In this example, the components will be
implemented as Java Beans. The Java Beans
framework already encompasses the notion
of properties that allow configuration of
specific parameters. However, this interface
alone is too simple for our purposes, since
we also work with dependencies between
components. Thus, we choose to slightly
extend the Java Beans framework, and have
a specific mechanism for specialization operations.
Inspired by the BeanInfo interface for
complex introspective operations on Beans,
we provide each bean with a method for obtaining its specialization controller object.
This object is the interface performing configuration and the actual specialization operations, as well as describing dependencies
between beans to allow automatic configuration. The specialization controller object
can be accessed by a BeanBox-like tool for
configuration during creation of an application, or by some run-time framework for
Java Beans that would permit the specialization controllers to be connected as defined
by dependencies between components.
To facilitate the construction of different image processing applications, we program each specific functionality as a separate component. In the context of this example, we are interested in the four following
components:

Display: Displays an image on the screen.

The components work on image data
through a generic interface, manipulating
image data stored either pixel by pixel or
separately for each color.
The blurring algorithm can be specialized
for the size of the blurring mask, so the
component developer has specified this as
a specialization opportunity. In normal use
of the application, only a small blurring effect is desired, so the application programmer can configure the Blur component to
be specialized in advance for a couple of
small mask sizes, and to be prepared for being specialized at run time for larger mask
sizes. Similarly, the median component can
be specialized for a concrete mask.
There is a significant overhead associated with accessing all image data through a
generic interface. The components could all
be specialized for the same data representation, thus optimizing the program. If the application programmer specifies that the local
machine uses packed pixels when displaying data on the screen, the Display component can specify this as a specialization opportunity, thus causing all the components
that it depends upon to be specialized for
this representation.
By a combination of manual configuration and automatic propagation of specialization opportunities, we can thus essentially specialize the graphical application
as was done by Schultz et al., which was
shown to result in a speedup in execution
time between one and a half and five times.
However, by specifying specialization opportunities at the component level as was
done here, the process of performing speGIFSource: Reads an image from a GIF cialization has been greatly simplified.
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6 Open Questions and Future Acknowledgments
Work
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Gilles Muller, and the author at applying
program specialization to software compo• Does component-level configuration of nents. Thanks are due to Julia Lawall for
each component combined with auto- proofreading and helpful comments.
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